with which she learned to step from old world to new, China to America, and private to public. Chennault's rightful place in literary history is as part of a wider tradition of Chinese American women writers who were also prominent public figures. The intrepid and entrepreneurial Chennault also deserves recognition as one of the first Chinese American women of note in the twentieth century. She is a woman who not only played a significant part in international political and public life in the 1950s and beyond but also skillfully and engagingly reflected on and recorded it in prose.
Both of Chennault's life narratives underscore the idea that remembering is never solely a private act but also one couched in the public sphere. She almost always appears in her own records rather coyly peering around the theater curtain of history: both watching the performance and participating, but mostly in a behind-the-scenes capacity. In this sense, Chennault is no easy-or easily accessible-subject to research. While she appears in the auto/biographical and historical accounts of all the major post-war US political giants, including Kennedy, Kissinger, Hoover, Nixon, Ford, Carter, and Reagan, the references to Chennault are often fleeting and are couched in the Washington political language of casual allusion, which is not an easy discourse to decipher. This is further complicated by Chennault herself, who often writes with a distinctive blend of half-disclosure and self-conscious, publicly enacted self-effacement about her various diplomatic and public roles. She also frequently garnishes her stories with a flamboyant yet gracious discourse of reminiscence, with details of lavish Washington parties, sumptuous dinners at the White House, and high-end trips abroad. 3 There is, though, no self-doubt to be found here, and Chennault writes with both the certainty of her memory and the assuredness of a confident public figure in the United States. All of this means that penetrating the elegant façade of her carefully constructed yet complex and mutable auto/biographical persona is no easy feat.
Therefore, I suggest that although Chennault is a familiar and often taken-forgranted presence in the US political landscape at mid-century, she is also an under-acknowledged participant. In this sense, the twin issues of trust and agency manifest themselves as key to both Chennault's "real" life political credibility and her auto/biographical authority. What, we might ask, is her ideological and political investment in retelling the life stories of herself and her husband? From where does she garner her credibility and in what ways?
One answer lies in her name. The Chennault connection virtually guarantees Anna a legitimized authenticity and authority as a well-placed American citizendiplomat, if only by dint of her status as the well-connected spouse of a famous and fêted American war general. Yet Chennault's physical presence at the epicenter of mid-century US politics was manifold. She long held a covert diplomatic role facilitating contact between the White House and various Asian statespersons, among whom numbered presidents and their envoys, and she served as a key off-stage mediator in negotiating an end to the Vietnam conflict via the Paris Peace Accords. In her auto/biographical narratives, Chennault documents her willingness to be used as a pawn in international diplomatic negotiations-what Catherine Forslund has usefully termed her "informal diplomacy" (10)-but only for as long as it suited her and only insofar as it coincided with her own firmly held political beliefs. 4 Her physical presence in the US political landscape is also manifested in other intriguing ways: Chennault was (and still is) a resident at Washington's Watergate apartments before, during, and after its infamous role in Richard Nixon's downfall.
Chennault's two life-writing volumes work in tandem. Far from schizoid stories, they contain significant overlap in both reminiscence and range, in a manner similar to that of Maxine Hong Kingston's memoir diptych, The Woman Warrior and China Men. The issue of seriality remains underexplored in auto/biographical criticism, yet it raises several intriguing questions, notably in terms of chronological overlap, comparative emotional emphases in each text, and what Susan Stanford Friedman has called the "geographics" of subjectivity (17) . Both Chennault and Kingston skillfully braid their own autobiographical reflections with the biographies of relatives-in Kingston's case her mother and in Chennault's case her spouse. Although A Thousand Springs predates The Education of Anna by nearly twenty years and concentrates more thoroughly on General Chennault than Anna Chan Chennault herself, it cannot strictly be considered a prequel to the later narrative since both texts temporally occupy the same site of memory. Further, Chennault's correspondence with her publishers illuminates the almost obsessive care she took to arrange and rearrange her material across the two volumes. 5 By examining some of her work more closely here, I hope to restore Chennault's place as a noteworthy Chinese American life writer and establish her position as a significant figure in American cultural and political life in the mid-twentieth century. 6 
Anna Chan Chennault as Chinese American Autobiographer
Scholarship to date on Asian American life writing makes surprisingly brief mention of Chennault. Most encyclopedias and dictionaries of Asian American literature and life writing omit Chennault entirely. 7 References to Chennault's work are fleeting at best, even in relation to her political and journalistic endeavors. 8 In her authoritative 1982 survey of Asian American literature across the twentieth century, Elaine Kim locates Chennault in her chapter on authors she labels "Ambassadors of Goodwill," a term she uses to describe a group of writers from "the highest social classes of Asia . . . [who] write from the vantage point of privilege" (26), including the literati, upper-class émigrés, diplomats, the Chinese cultural envoy Dr. Lin Yutang (who actually penned the foreword to Chennault's first life-writing volume), the Lin sisters Adet and Anor (daughters of Lin Yutang), and the Japanese émigré Etsu Sugimoto. This is significant company: Kim notes that the mid-century American readership of the autobiographical works by these authors numbered in the millions (28).
Likewise, in her study of pioneer Asian American women authors, Between Worlds: Women Writers of Chinese Ancestry (1990), Amy Ling records that among the first women to put pen to paper were those she terms "cosmopolitan émigrés": World War II-era "journalists or daughters of diplomats and scholars," women who were also "highly educated and had been exposed to Western culture and thus well prepared to be unofficial diplomats and bridges between East and West" (59). She describes these women as assuming a self-appointed "literary ambassadorial role" (78). In addition to the Lin sisters, Ling includes in this discussion the widow of a Kuomintang officer and, later, an American doctor, Han Suyin (Chinese name of Rosalie Kuanghu Chou); the reclusive author Mai Mai Sze; and the journalist Helena Kuo (Kuo Gin-Chiu). Many of these women, like Chennault, were frequent guests at the White House and socialized with prominent American political figures, such as the Roosevelts, and Chinese political figures, such as Chiang Kai-shek and Madame Chiang, and were thoroughly accustomed to and at ease circulating in international society.
Shirley Geok-Lin Lim situates Chennault within a slightly different tradition in her historical essay, "Immigration and Diaspora" (1997) . Grouping Chennault with her mid-century contemporaries, Suyin, Chang, Lin Tai-yi, and Wong, Lim identifies among these women a tradition of penmanship "in which the West is one agent in a diplomatic axis, with China or the Middle East as the other agent" (298). Lim suggests that narratives by this group of women collectively serve to disrupt a simplistic Asian/American binary and instead promote what she describes as "a dynamic of intranationalism that is the ground of diplomatic history" (298, emphasis added). In this context, Chennault's narratives can be seen as insider as much as onlooker narratives, recoding rather than simply recording the accepted historiography of American-Asian mid-century political relations.
Like Kim and Ling, Traise Yamamoto's 2014 essay, "Asian American Autobiography/Memoir," observes that the nature of Asian American women's memoir work in the period between the late 1940s and the 1970s was a form of significant cultural as well as political ambassadorship, in which women life writers of the period took pains to represent themselves as vessels of intracultural understanding and intellectual and cultural adeptness. She describes a female tradition of "literary memoir" from early autobiographical work by Edith Maud Eaton (Sui Sin Far) and Winnifred Eaton (Onoto Watanna) up to Lim's 1996 memoir, in which women "born in and raised in Asia, shaped by geopolitics," could "foreground issues of gender, home, nation, and interpermeability of the public and private" (388). Certainly, in both word and image, Chennault presents herself in this manner and was fully cognizant of "the impact Chinese nationals could have on the hearts and minds of Americans," as Lim puts it (388). Cristina Zaccarini further argues that Chennault and her contemporaries "used culture to acquire power for China" by using the "hidden agency" of their international cultural prominence to wield political power (237). 9 Chennault's ability to operate a covert political diplomacy and cultural influence while remaining partly in the shadows is at the heart of her life writing.
Of Chennault's contemporaries mentioned above, Kuo (born in 1913) and Suyin (born in 1917) bear special mention. In her 1942 memoir, I've Come a Long Way, Kuo writes evocatively of the same periods as Chennault-China immediately prior to and during the Japanese invasion and the United States at mid-century. Similarities in the two women's life stories abound. Like Chennault, Kuo grew up in a privileged and cultured traditional Chinese home and, unusual for a woman of the era, received extensive education, including convent schooling. She became a journalist in China before emigrating to the United States, where she socialized with the highest echelons of American society and subsequently wrote a memoir recording this story. Most significantly, like Chennault, Kuo became a self-appointed cultural ambassador for China in the United States, writing, "I had a mission. I was going to help to build a new China and to promote friendliness toward China in other nations" (248). Like Chennault and Kuo, Suyin had a privileged upbringing in prewar China, was highly educated (to the extent of studying medicine at university), emigrated to the West in the mid-twentieth century, was also sponsored by Yutang, and came to take on an unofficial role as a US-Chinese cultural ambassador, in addition to her career as a prolific writer. Suyin is also noteworthy for producing a multivolume autobiography, akin to Chennault's. 10 Like Chennault, Suyin's life writing blends the personal with the historical. The subtitle of The Crippled Tree is "China, Biography, History, Autobiography," and, like Chennault, Suyin also wrote wartime fictions set against the milieu of mid-century China.
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Despite all these similarities, however, neither Suyin's nor Kuo's autobiographical works approach the degree of complexity and sophistication of Chennault's, nor do they have the additional attraction of political intrigue and engagement.
Anna and the General: A Thousand Springs: The Biography of a Marriage
Turning to the autobiographies themselves, the reader is immediately struck by the titles of each. The title of Chennault's first book invites curiosity as well as comment. A Thousand Springs signals from the outset Chennault's intention to dwell on her marriage as a kind of cosmic blessing, "the warm wind of spring," as she describes it in the prologue. The subtitle, "The Biography of a Marriage," indicates her desire to refract the first portion of her life completely and absolutely though the lens of her romance and life with General Chennault. In fact, it is fair to say that General Chennault's life, achievements, losses, and love eclipse those of the author, sometimes so completely that Anna Chan Chennault is virtually lost from view. This is something also noticed by Yutang, who writes in the introduction: "The fact that the subject of this book is Claire Chennault adds luster to it, but is in my mind incidental. This is not intended as a full-bodied biography of General Chennault, yet in the end, what comes out is the portrait of a man, indomitable and suffering, tough and tender" (xiii-xiv). Later, in a remark that clearly signals her approval of Chennault's project, Yutang writes: "Readers will get the picture of a devoted, self-sacrificing and understanding Chinese wife" (xiv). The book, then, is an act of biographical adoration, and General Chennault is both idealized and idolized by his wife. 12 "I want you to humanize General Chennault" (4), Chennault's first newspaper editor told her, an assignment she took up enthusiastically in this memoir, which became an homage as well as testimonial to her husband's memory. In one of only two existing critical responses to Chennault's Thousand Springs, Lim writes disparagingly of this dimension, in a statement that effectively dismisses the book altogether: "Chennault's . . . self-portrait is dimmed by the presence of the white male whose adventures and exploits are foregrounded, so that the book becomes actually a biography of a white male under the guise of an interracial love story" ("Tradition" 255). Lim uses these shortcomings as she perceives them to denigrate the quality of Chennault's work and to ultimately exclude her from the tradition of Chinese women's life writing as she defines it. Yet, in the intersubjective rendering of her husband as a central figure in her story, and in paying homage to her husband's life as it overlaps her own, Chennault's A Thousand Springs shares common ground with life writers such as Wong and Kingston, women who have also imagined their lives in conjunction and overlapping with those of intimate male relatives. These men emerge as heroic figures in the women's stories, Fifth Chinese Daughter and China Men, respectively. Further, similar to Wong and Kingston, as Lim also notes, Chennault's focus in A Thousand Springs is not solely on one significant male Other; she instead places these figures alongside and as part of a wider web of significant intimate acquaintance and kinship, which includes her Grandfather Liao (of whom she says, "all my life I have remembered my early relationship with my grandfather as being very special, very strong, very deep" [21]); her elder sister Cynthia; her close journalistic colleague Bob Fong; and her lifelong friend Senator Tom Corcoran (who also features prominently in The Education of Anna). Lim usefully describes this matrix of ties as both "communal" ("Tradition" 253) and "nourishing" (256), a dimension also attested to by Chennault's book dedications: Springs is dedicated to both the general and his "loyal associates" (v), and Education is to "the best teacher of them all, Thomas G. Corcoran."
Chennault's narrative in A Thousand Springs exists primarily in an intersubjective intertwining with General Chennault's story, and the general as constructed by Chennault emerges as a heroic warrior figure of epic proportions:
The wind and sun of a thousand flights in an open plane cockpit had weathered his face. His eyes were those of a man whose inner and outer vision is fixed on far horizons, the steady determined eyes of a man confident of his judgment and his ultimate success. His was a fighter's face, yet revealing of intellect; a strong sensitive face, entirely male, curiously attractive. (9) (10) The time span covered further emphasizes the text's epic qualities. Although this volume focuses on the 1940s and 1950s, it also references events from as far back as 1778 and as far forward as the 1960s. For example, Anna traces the general's ancestral lineage:
The pioneer spirit ran strongly through the Chennault blood line, generation after generation. . . . Back in the year 1778 in Alsace-Lorraine, three Huguenot brothers named Chennault responded to Lafayette's call for volunteers to aid the American colonists in their struggles for independence. One of these brothers, Steven, was the ancestor of Claire Lee Chennault. (34) In relating this family history and ancestry, Chennault further asserts her husband's credentials as a quintessentially blue-blooded American figure by dint of his birth and his heritage, as well as his solid pedigree as an American war hero who lies in Arlington National Cemetery, home of past presidents and US war heroes.
Chennault is likewise sure of her own place in history. Throughout her narrative, she meticulously asserts her own authority as a witness of history. Hers, she insists, is not simply the authority of a participant, or even an historian, but of a professional observer:
I do not claim to be a technician, a tactician, or an expert historian. But I have always had a reporter's eyes and ears, a penchant for getting my facts straight, and my share of women's curiosity. My diaries are filled with notes of long conversations with my husband; and his old flying friends and colleagues have opened their memories to me. (40) Chennault presents her writing as a vocation rather than a profession and demonstrates her ability to skillfully blend global political history and the intimate moments of her life with the general. The following sentence is typical: "Nineteen forty-four was a crucial year for China, for General Chennault, and for me. During this first nine months, China's fate hung in delicate balance; the general's warnings of impending catastrophe and his pleas for supplies fell on deaf ears; and I made an important discovery and decision" (71). Sometimes, this blending of personal and political is accomplished with no small degree of wry irony detectable in Chennault's tone, as in this comment: "In comparison with the countless inhumanities for which the International Communist Conspiracy stand accountable, I suppose the fact that it robbed me of a honeymoon ranks as a minor inconvenience" (181). This unique blend garnered strong G r i c e reviews and no small degree of literary success for Chennault; as the book jacket attests, critics praised the book as " [w] arm, personal, entirely feminine," among other qualities. A Thousand Springs also sold well, spending several weeks on the New York Times best-seller list. A letter written by Chennault's publisher, Paul S. Eriksson, on 12 July 1962 boasted that "You have undoubtedly noticed the wonderful press Anna Chennault has been getting for her new book, A Thousand Springs. . . . [W] e are now heading into the third printing so sales are keeping pace with publicity." The Anna Chennault Papers at Harvard University's Schlesinger Library contain personal letters of admiration and praise for Chennault's book that arrived from the United States Senate, the House of Representatives, and the office of Herbert Hoover, among others. In fact, Chennault's success as an autobiographer was testimony to her skill and adaptability as a writer, which is evident if we examine more closely her strategies of self-representation as an Asian American woman.
The Multiple Autobiographical Personae of Anna Chan Chennault
Pertinent to any discussion of Asian American autobiography generally and to Chennault's often complex and sometimes contradictory self-constructed textual persona in particular is the long-running and vexed debate over issues of authority and authenticity in ethnic autobiography (especially in works authored by women). This debate was initiated by the so-called "autobiographical controversy" relating to Kingston's The Woman Warrior instigated by Chinese American playwright Frank Chin. In an excoriating critique of Kingston in his 1991 article "Come All Ye Asian American writers of the Real and the Fake," Chin attacked what he perceived to be Kingston's pandering to white racist stereotypes of Chinese Americans, while misrepresenting Chinese myths, stories, and legends in her work. In so doing, he suggested that she had produced a work of questionable value and is ultimately a "fake" Chinese American writer. 13 Any reading of Chennault's life writing also inevitably requires an engagement with these issues. Since, as Sau-Ling Wong reminds us, "immigrants are often seen as less than fully American" (142), we might consider the writerly strategies Chennault adopts to counteract this perception. Especially in The Education of Anna, penned some thirty years after her marriage rendered her an American citizen, Chennault represents herself as very aware of, and secure in, both her Americanness and her Chineseness. In both autobiographical volumes, through word and image, Chennault yokes herself firmly to the authority of her public and visible roles: wife of General Chennault, confidante of presidents, and prominent socialite and businesswoman. By these means, she effectively bypasses many of the potential uncertainties and instabilities of her position as an Asian American woman in the United States, as well as any lingering question of her Americanness. Her social and political prominence ultimately overshadows any marginality as an ethnic American woman. In effect, she presents the blend of her Chineseness and Americanness as a distinct cultural, social, and political advantage, insofar as she represents a cohort of culturally privileged Chinese American women life writers, who, as Wong puts it are "upper-class, English-speaking, Christianized (or at least Westernized) immigrant autobiographers [who] may have served as culture brokers" (159).
An example from The Education of Anna demonstrates the skill with which Chennault affects this blend. Situated at the opening of the chapter titled "The Autumn Annals," in which Chennault begins to discuss her interactions with Richard Nixon, she writes: "I came to Washington equipped with little knowledge about the American political system beyond what I had read in my citizenship primer: basics of the Constitution and American history in a capsule. It was only in 1960, the year I joined the Republican party, that my blooding in politics began" (163). In the space of a single sentence, Chennault adeptly communicates to the reader both a subtle reminder of her own immigrant history and an announcement of her forthcoming privileged status as a political participant. Similarly, the title of her second book, The Education of Anna, announces its author's intention by explicitly echoing Henry Adams's memoir, The Education of Henry Adams (1907) , to tell at once both an individual and singularly progressive story and to construct herself as a quintessentially American political memoirist and an exemplary American citizen. This also enables us to locate The Education of Anna within a tradition of American autobiographical narratives that promote the dedicated and patriotic individualism and exceptionalism of a prototypical American public subject/servant, such as Adams or Benjamin Franklin.
Chennault's second life-writing volume also unveils a far more mature figure moving beyond the apprenticeships of the first book, highlighting her sophisticated manipulation of the multiple personae of selfhood to a far greater degree than we find in A Thousand Springs. "Anna Chan Chennault" has multiple auto/biographical voices, and she employs three often quite distinct personae: "Anna," "Mrs Chennault," and "Anna Chennault," each corresponding to different aspects of her life, as the dust jacket for the book claims. The jacket statement notes that it is Anna Chennault who provides "portraits of the powerful and near powerful, conversations in the meeting rooms and dining rooms of Washington, and a unique view of some of the events that have transformed recent history," and Mrs Chennault who records "one of the great love stories of the time in her meeting and ultimately marrying General Chennault." However, it is Anna who lives and writes of this most interesting life, from "an intimate view of family life in the prewar China of bound feet and veneration of elders," to "the Japanese invasion of the 1930s," to the wartime "horrors of massacre and famine," and ultimately to her triumph as a "successful business woman in her own right and an active figure in Republican politics." An attentiveness to these multiple personae of Chennault's work also reveals a problem with the processes of remembering and forgetting. Key to the "autobiographical pact," as Philippe Lejeune defines it, is an assumption of fundamental accuracy and the authority of truth at its heart. Chennault employs a series of strategies to skirt uncomfortable issues, implicating what Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson have termed the "politics of remembering" (18) , and revealing that she is well versed in the politically expedient tactic of selective amnesia. There are moments in the narrative where the reader detects both omission and evasion, particularly in the sections where she discusses her visits to Vietnam, and she is not above evoking her patriotism as an excuse for her silence on some issues. At other moments, the reader suspects that she is holding back from full disclosure, even while ostensibly maintaining a myth of transparency.
14 For example, in The Education of Anna, she discusses her role as what she calls "the sole representative between the Vietnamese government and the Nixon campaign," and she quotes Nixon speaking of his confidence in her as a discreet and patriotic messenger: "We know Anna is a good American and a dedicated Republican. We can all rely on her loyalty" (176). Yet a few pages later, she writes of a subsequent meeting about Vietnam, "I no longer remember the particulars of this informal briefing" (182), which seems at odds with her flawless memory elsewhere. Similarly, of her initial approach to the South Vietnamese ambassador, Bui Diem, she vaguely asserts: "I cannot now remember if it was Nixon or [Senator] Mitchell who first suggested the meeting" (174-75). 15 It is also illustrative of this careful selectivity that while Chennault's substantial collection of personal papers includes many hundreds of diaries and other forms of personal life writing (letters, memoranda, press materials, accounts, and photographs) covering the politically active era of her life, she has only published one two-hundredpage memoir as public record of this period.
Indications of Chennault's careful editing of her life story are also evident in other ways. There is significant overlap between the two narratives, but also a degree of divergence. Both books cover Chennault's young adulthood in China, her early journalistic career, her marriage to the general, their life together in Monroe, Louisiana, and in Washington, DC, and the general's illness and subsequent death in the United States. However, The Education of Anna takes a much longer view of this history, stretching details about Chennault's family back into the early-twentieth century and forward, too, far beyond the conclusion of her life with the general to encompass her later career as a political figure. Further, and more significantly, even where the two narratives intertwine chronologically, the emphasis and tone of each remains markedly different. Chennault's story in The Education of Anna is at once more deeply personal-including much of the genealogy and history of her Chan ancestors-and yet also is far more thoroughly enmeshed with the political, social, and cultural milieu of the moment. For example, Chennault writes: "I was born in 1925-the year of Sun Yat Sen's death and Chiang Kai-shek's rise to power. It was the Year of the Ox, which, in the book of Chinese astrology, portends a life of hard effort" (11) . At moments, such divergence of perspective between the two narratives almost makes it seem as if we are reading of different people. Just as the persona of "Anna" (e)merges in a schizophrenic relationship with "Mrs. Chennault," other figures are also reinvented. In one instance, Chennault and her five sisters, Constance, Cynthia, Sylvia, Theresa, and Loretta, first named in the pages of A Thousand Springs, reappear in The Education of Anna. Chennault describes them here as "named in the Chinese tradition, after flowers-Chrysanthemum, Plum Blossom, Water Lily, Orchid, Bamboo, Peach Blossom-each symbolizing a special set of qualities" (11) , which seems to exoticize her sisters. This is another element of her work that did not go unnoticed to early reviewers of the manuscript. 16 As with this emphasis on Chinese naming practices, Chennault also couches her life story in Education in the context of Chinese traditional cultural mores. Of her birth, for example, she notes wryly, "I was not my parents' last disappointment" (11) Several key events appear in both narratives, and comparisons of these events further illustrate the divergent emphases of the two works. One notable instance is Chennault's dramatic retelling of a night raid by Japanese soldiers on her convent school in January 1942. In both narratives, she describes a night two weeks after Christmas 1941 when the Japanese soldiers, now in control of Hong Kong, raided and looted Chennault's convent. Chennault describes the girls surrendering their watches and fountain pens and the mother superior persuading the soldiers to leave the girls alone. What is told in a relatively dispassionate voice in A Thousand Springs, merely as one more encounter with aspects of a war for a woman who was fast becoming accustomed to wartime living, is retold in The Education of Anna with drama, suspense, and intricate yet terrifying detail.
Here, the girls "stood huddled in small groups, mesmerized by the terrible rhythm of stomping boots moving closer and closer." Chennault also provides intricate details of the soldiers' appearance and smell: "Behind Mother Superior were ten or more Japanese soldiers in filthy uniforms, reeking of alcohol and onion," and a reminder of the potentially calamitous consequences of such a raid: "We had seen them coming . . . and imagined the worst. The two servants in the school had carried bloodcurdling reports about robbery and rape by the Japanese victors. Young girls were raped and disemboweled, they said, while their parents or husbands looked on, held helpless at gunpoint" (44). Chennault's overwhelming relief when the ordeal is over is palpable: she describes herself as "cold, hungry, but unmolested" (45), a description which is entirely absent from A Thousand Springs.
Anna and the President: The Education of Anna
While A Thousand Springs concentrates on Anna's marriage to General Chennault, The Education of Anna consistently maintains a primary focus on Anna herself and the political contexts of her life. The emotional and political epicenter of The Education of Anna is undoubtedly Chennault's autobiographical record of the Nixon years; specifically, Nixon's covert intervention in the Vietnam peace process prior to winning the presidency and, some years later, the Watergate scandal. Chennault's account in Education sheds additional light on this unfortunate era in US political history to such a degree that this aspect of the book has virtually eclipsed anything else Chennault might have had to say. Chennault acknowledges this in the following reflection: "I have often wondered what sort of gyroscopic variations my life would have followed . . . had I lived in some other place than Watergate. For Watergate has meant for me not just a way of life but a frame of reference in my continuing political education" (Education 215). For some political historians and biographers, Education has also provided a key historical source for excavating Chennault's covert role in Nixon's suspected meddling in the Vietnam peace negotiations, and her autobiography is frequently cited in accounts of Nixon, Vietnam, and Watergate. 17 In The Arrogance of Power: The Secret World of Richard Nixon (2001) , for example, Anthony Summers emphasizes Chennault's role in these events:
The key protagonist in the episode was Anna Chennault, the Chinese-born widow of the American World War II hero Claire Chennault. By 1968, when she was fortythree, she was established as a wealthy Washington hostess, living in a new apartment block named Watergate. She was deeply involved in Southeast Asian affairs and had regular access to regional leaders like Taiwan's Chiang Kai-shek and the Philippines' Ferdinand Marcos. A 1966 letter . . . suggests that she may that year have had some contact with the CIA. (298) Summers asserts that Chennault's role was central as well as top secret, claims which it appears are not exaggerated.
In her study of informal US-Asian diplomacy, Forslund also observes of Chennault's role that:
Over the years, she served as the link between the Unites States and Asia-whether as a cross-cultural representative, business negotiator, philanthropist, reporter, messenger, or peacemaker. This role extended through the Cold War and Vietnam War, the reopening of U.S. relations with the People's Republic of China (PRC), and current attempts to create "one China" and bring it into the family of nations. (xvi-xvii) Throughout her life, Anna asserted her authority on Asian affairs, not only as an informal political conduit but also by dint of her involvement, as she puts it, "as an airline representative, as a lecturer on Asian affairs" (Education 228). This assertion was necessary. In the context of the historiography of Watergate and the Nixon Presidency, Chennault's reminiscences in her memoir sometimes find themselves pitted against other "technologies of memory," such as CIA phonetapping tapes, official memos, and fragments from presidential letters. Summers and Forslund both describe FBI documents released in 1995 and 1999, respectively (including the so-called "X Envelope"), that revealed the true extent of the FBI's and CIA's interest in Chennault's covert maneuvers in 1968 and their constant surveillance of her activities and wiretapping of her telephone calls (Summers 302) .
In order to underscore the authenticity of her account against the FBI materials, Chennault often explicitly refers to her own technologies of memory at key junctures by reminding the reader of her habitual practice of fastidious note-and diary-keeping, which enable her to be extremely specific in her recall. Here is a representative instance where she describes receiving indirect instructions from Nixon:
I was called to the telephone. It was [Senator] Mitchell, needing to talk to me with some urgency. As usual, he wanted me to call him back from another more "anonymous" number. I jotted down his number: (914) WO7-090. . . . Mitchell picked up on the first ring. "Anna," he said, "I'm speaking on behalf of Mr. Nixon. It's very important that our Vietnamese friends understand our Republican position and I hope you have made that clear to them." (190) 18 This kind of careful detailing of her ongoing friendships with past presidents is a recurrent feature of her story.
In addition to her use of personal written records, Chennault includes many photographs in Education, which often include her pictured at her own Watergate apartment parties with, among others, Presidents Kennedy, Nixon, and Ford; FBI director J. Edgar Hoover; Generals Chennault, Westmoreland, and Alison; and the CIA chief Vice-Admiral William F. Raborn. Collectively, these images support Chennault's written claims of her social and political intimacy with these public figures. As Marianne Hirsch reminds us, "[t] he picture exists because something was there" (6) . Or in this case, someone. The photographs in Education further chronicle Chennault's involvement with the politics of the time as a visual transcript of her intermingling with Washington high society. In particular, a fullpage black and white photograph of Chennault with Richard Nixon at the White House, standing closely together and smiling-we might imagineconspiratorially, captures the intimacy of their connection at that moment. Forslund notes that collectively these images now look "like a 'Who's Who' of Washington politics, business and power" (42). Even with the most skeptical scrutiny, we cannot look at this image and have any doubt about Richard Nixon's social, if not political, intimacy with Chennault at this moment in time.
An analysis of these photographs also suggests their strategic placement. They appear not at the center of the book, the most usual placement for photographs in a memoir, but instead a few pages prior to the commencement of Chennault's discussion of life in Washington, DC. This placement subtly underscores her credentials as a political insider before the account of her diplomatic involvement and role as a conduit in American-East Asian relations begins. The inclusion of these images becomes all the more significant in a high-stakes arena such as the Washington political scene of the 1960s, in which competing versions of events are commonplace. The photographs here function to supplement and reinforce a sense of the "real" and to strengthen the authenticity of the written word.
Chennault's employment of photographs in Education also reveals the curious inversion of a public/private dichotomy in her writing. For Chennault, not only does the private become public, as is usual in the auto/biographical endeavor, but the public is rendered oddly private. Illustrative of this are the photographs taken at her Watergate apartment. Her home, the epitome of private space, is displayed by Chennault and recorded overtly as the locus of publicly significant events. Furthermore, although the images are from Chennault's own collection and the book is of her personal reminiscences, the captions accompanying each image are written in the third-person, thus firmly situating them in a public rather than private arena.
A final authorizing technique used extensively by Chennault in The Education of Anna is the intermeshing of political and social gossip and reminiscences with other forms of life writing. This, we are made to realize, represents a key component of daily political life in Washington as much as any policy wrangling or power maneuvering, as the following observation by Chennault makes clear:
In Washington, where politics and entertaining are as indivisible as two sides of the same coin, it was not surprising that I, who delighted in entertaining, should take on the role of political hostess. . . . Invitations to my dinner parties became a coveted item. . . . My penthouse apartment at 4201 Cathedral Avenue had become a popular wateringhole for ranking republicans. (167) Chennault's parties also generated their fair share of gossip and political intrigue. Although often construed as frivolous and inconsequential, Patricia Meyer Spacks observes that female gossip . . . functions as a language of feeling, as a mode of personal development, as an evasion of external restriction. . . . [I]t becomes a means of discovering selfhood, of declaring the self an expressive, judging consciousness. . . .
[G]ossip, "female talk," provides a mode of power, of undermining public rigidities and asserting private integrity, of discovering means of agency for women. (170) Spacks also notes that gossip can both challenge public or "official" assumptions or opinions and provide an individual or private means of affirming subjectivity. In this sense, it has "special value as a resource for the oppressed or dispossessed" (15) , insofar as it may provide a "language for an alternative culture" (46). It is also a mode of interpretation and discourse that can penetrate the boundaries of authority. Rachel M. Brownstein has noted that "gossip . . . is a way of turning life into story" (7) . Thus, to participate in and purvey gossip is to reflect on both ourselves and others as we interpret past and present events. In a conventional political memoir, gossip might be secondary to politics, but it becomes here a primary focus and an exclusive discourse, set as it is against a backdrop of political maneuvering and activity. Consequently, Chennault's gossipy interludes share page space with the more stereotypically male arenas of politics, power, and general officialdom. Gossip here becomes not only a counterauthoritative discourse but also one of several valid lexicons of power and insider status in the text.
Chennault also knows what will interest her readers, and she includes many snippets of gossip about prominent political figures, especially the presidential couple, John and Jackie Kennedy, such as what Jackie wore to various balls, what was said about her at the Gaslight Club, and when and where she shopped, as well as which politicians' wives were wont to drink too much, who dressed and behaved well and who did not, Henry Kissinger's weakness for flattery, and so on. There is also plenty of this casual reminiscence in relation to Richard Nixon. Chennault discusses the long evolution of her relationship with him from an initial meeting in 1955, where she recalls:
Richard Nixon was not just a chimerical politician. I had met the Vice-President . . . in Taiwan-first at the presidential banquet given in his honor by President and Madame Chiang Kai-shek, then at another reception held for him by the General and me. . . . [W] hen the general [later] died, I remember Nixon's letter as being one of the more thoughtful and sincere messages of condolence. I wrote to thank him, and from then on we communicated periodically. It is also worth noting that, in The Education of Anna, much as she did with the portrait of her husband in A Thousand Springs, Chennault valorizes the flawed figure of Nixon in her prose: G r i c e Dominating this compelling scene for me was the even more compelling figure of Richard Nixon. For a time I felt that nothing could stand between him and victory: neither hostile crowds nor his own handicaps of poverty and physical plainness; neither the sickening pain of an injured knee nor the highbow grace of his nemesis, John F. Kennedy. (165) Chennault is obviously well aware that her close acquaintance with figures such as Nixon and Kennedy will generate public interest. An excerpt from a letter Chennault wrote to the literary agent Morton L. Jenkow on 27 July 1977, while working on the manuscript of The Education of Anna, demonstrates her clear sense of both the public interest in and significance of her life for a prospective reader: Chennault's words to her agent here vividly illuminate her shrewdness in combining her personal reminiscences with politically significant memories.
Chennault's life narratives constitute an innovative recipe of public record and private life that reveal far more than the life of a famous war general, the secrets of a presidency, or even an apologia for covert diplomacy, although they do all of these. Her writing masterfully communicates a complex and carefully constructed auto/biographical persona and ultimately relates a fascinating and enticing record of a life lived and a love lost against the backdrop of both Asia's and America's turbulent twentieth century. Chennault well deserves a place alongside her betterknown contemporaries and their successors within the tradition of Asian American women's literary memoir, both by dint of her significant political role and her accomplished life writing. Notes 1. Chennault's Chinese name is Chan Sheng-mai or Cheng Hsiengmei. 2. Chennault has also penned over forty Chinese works, including Chinese language fiction and life writing, in addition to her two volumes of life writing in English and a history of her husband's Flying Tigers Squadron. Chennault also wrote an unpublished novel in English, After the Harvest Moon, a semiautobiographical fiction loosely based on her and her husband's wartime experience in China, the
